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Something’s not right

in the Chandler household…
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Adam Chandler considers himself to be the luckiest guy
alive. He’s just married the smart and beautiful Emily. But,
since he met her online and married her, she has never left
his house and Adam’s friends have yet to meet her in
person.
They are getting suspicious, especially as Emily flew
over from America to marry Adam after just one week. They
are starting to question Adam’s secret relationship with his
mysterious new American wife, whose existence is only
demonstrated via pictures on social media. Contact with
Emily is limited to text messages or the odd reluctant phone
call, which are always kept brief as she always has
something more pressing to be doing.
Why did Adam elope to marry her and not invite his
family or friends? Why won’t he let anybody meet her in
person? Why does Emily appear happy to be imprisoned in
the house 24/7?
Something isn’t right in the Chandler household and
Adam’s ex, Phoebe – the girl Adam abruptly dumped in
favour of Emily – is determined to meet this mysterious and
elusive woman in person, and get her Adam back. But
when she does eventually come face to face with Emily,
she’s going to wish she hadn’t.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
She’s
mysterious, she’s elusive,

she’s not what they’d bargained for…
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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